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'KPop 
Spotlight 

BOB DYLAN- Planet Waves, Asylum 7E -1003. At turns 
ebullient, reverent and bitter, this new set of "cast iron 

songs and torch ballads" further verifies Dylan's forceful 
return. Recorded in three days with minimal production 
polish, all but one of the 11 tracks focus on the rich live 
interplay between the artist's powerful vocals and the 
muscular but evocative playing of The Band. Finding fa- 

vorites among the 10 new songs is virtually impossible, 

but tunes like "Something There Is About You," a hard - 

edged solo on "Wedding Song," the rolling first take on 

"Forever Young" and the punchy rocker "Tough Mama" 
should give ample evidence of the variety and emotional 
depth that make this his best set in years. 

CARLY SIMON - Hotcakes, Elektra 7E 1002 (Elektra/ 
Asylum /Nonesuch). With an assured gentleness, Carly 

offers a program of personal statements. Her husband 

James Taylor coauthors one of her tunes, "Forever My 

Love" and plays on seven of the 11 cuts. He also sings 

with Carly on an adapted version of "Mockingbird" which 
features Robbie Robertson on lead guitar and Dr. John on 

organ. It has a punchy, gutsy feeling. "Misfit" is a strong 
word picture with some catchy phrases; "Grownup" is a 

telling analysis of reflections of a child viewing an adult; 
"Older Sister" is a gem of pinpointing all the advantages 

of being first in line. "Safe and Sound" is a fine vocal duo 

by Carly emphasizing that two people can make it safely 

through life. The arrangement is very catchy. 

BLACK SABBATH -Sabbath Bloody Sabbath, Warner 

Bros. BS 2695. It goes without saying that Black Sabbath 

has built up sufficient momentum to be a formidable 
contender for number one album slot each time out. 
Here we have the mixture as before, crackling commer- 

cial heavy metal rock, portentous sci -fi lyrics and 

stripped -down booming chords. One new element is that 
the prototypical title cut shows signs of breaking as their 
first national AM hit. Standout graphics of a Satanic orgy 
on the paper- saving nofoldout jacket. 

GORDON LIGHTFOOT- Sundown, Reprise MS 2177 

(Warner Bros.). Lightfoot's songs are like melted butter: 
soft and gentle to the touch. His music has a sweetness 

which just doesn't go away but which lingers on and on. 

This package of 10 tunes, all of which are characteristic 
of_the author's fine ability to develop lengthy word pic- 

tures, has the added finesse of Nick DeCaro's orches- 

trations. The title tune has fine harmonies and "Carefree 
Highway" is about a way of life which lets Lightfoot slip 
away from his love. The one constant about his work is 

his rich and powerful vocal attack. 

EDDIE HARRIS -E.H. In the U.K., Atlantic SD 1647. 

This is one of those attempts to bridge the generation 

gap, and it works. For veteran jazzman Harris with his 

bag of special electronic effects coming out of his ampli- 
fied saxophone has found a comfortable home with some 

of England's top rock rhythm players, including Stevie 

Winwood, Jeff Beck and Ian Paice. Their guitar work is 

controlled and blues dominated and such cuts as "Wait a 

Little Longer" and "I've Tried Everything" are gems of 

melodic invention and assertive ensemble playing. The 

end result is still jazz but with traces of Latin (in the 

congas) and light rock in the regular drum parts. 

JONI MITCHELL -Court and Spark, Asylum, 7E -1001. 
A startling richness in production, first previewed on 

"Raised On Robbery," the high energy bona fide rocker 
pulled as a single, marks Ms. Mitchell's most ambitious 
album to date. Her writing now integrates the supple, 
long -lined melodic style of her earliest work with a more 

sophisticated instrumental impressionism, studded with 
individual performances from veteran players too numer- 

ous to mention, but it is still the lady's voice -here 
achieving a new freedom in its emotional impact -that is 

most stunning. Blues, rock'n'roll and jazz moods prevail 

in subtle, precise vignettes like "Help Me," "Same Situ- 
ation," "Car on A Hill" and "Trouble Child." 

GRAM PARSONS- Grievous Angel, Reprise MS 2171 

(Warner Bros.). This last set from the late Gram Parsons is 

another beautifully melodic piece, filled with country in- 

fluence and highlighted by Parson's soft, expressive vocals. 

Cuts such as "Return of the Grievious Angel" show the artists 
writing and ability to work with country like material while 

"Hickory Wind" brings back memories of his days with the 
Byrds. LP also helped by a list of all star sidemen. 

RICK NELSON AND THE STONE CANYON BAND -Windfall, 
MCA 383. This album represents the urban form of country 
pop music with its leanings on a basic country sound in the 
guitar lines but with a clean, sophisticated vocal blend from 
the leader and his associates. There is a sadness to such 
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tunes as "How Many Times" and a marked contrast in "Evil 
Ways" with its driving rhythm and wah wah guitar solo. Nel- 

son sounds out of his proper range on this cut. But he's right 
on the mark with the soft and lovely "Lifestream." Whoever 

thought of having the lyrics written in thin ink script and su- 

perimposed on the fine color photo back liner, where it's im- 

possible to read, ought to be required to stare at his work for 
hours. 

DONOVAN- Essence To Essence, Epic KE 32800. Backed 
by a fine group of musicians, including the likes of Peter 

Frampton, Steve Marriott, Carl Radle and Russ Kunkel, Dono- 

van and producer Andrew Oldham have put together one of 

the singer's finest disks to date. Spacey at times with a clas- 

sic Donovan approach to the lyrics -as to be expected -the 
cuts, with a few exceptions, flow well. Lyric content is excel- 

lent. Best cuts: "There Is An Ocean," "The Dignity of Man" 
and "Sailing Homeward," with Carole King sitting in on piano. 

Packaging is similiar to disk- uncomplicated yet rich. 

YES -Tales From Topographic Oceans, Atlantic SD 2 -908. 

In their first studio outing since "Close To The Edge," the 
English quintet have chosen to expand their conceptual scale 

to fill four sides. The results are mixed, with Anderson's 

weighty spiritual concept resulting in indigestible lyrics that 
are fortunately outweighed by the band's rich, sweeping play- 

ing. Rick Wakeman's keyboards again soar over the proceed- 
ings. Of the four pieces that form the tract, "Ritual" is most 

complete, but Yes fans will doubtless overlook the preten- 
sions to bask in the music itself. 

FOGHAT- Energized, Bearsville BR 6950 (Warner Bros.). A 

fine, unpretentious rock set from this band that concentrates 
on straight rock and nothing else and has become one of the 

finest groups in the field. Foghat possesses a fine vocalist in 

Rod Price and a top guitarist in Lonesome Dave, both of 
whom excel on frantic cuts such as "Honey Hush" and 

"Golden Arrow." The rock may be frantic, but it's also sophis- 

ticated, and this is the perfect combination. 

SILVERHEAD -16 and Savaged, MCA 391. Silverhead 
emits energy in these crisis- minded days as if they had their 
own fuel source and private atomic generators. "Heavy Ham- 

mer" hits with sledge- driving effect; "16 and Savaged" is the 
tune that will undoubtedly grab the young adult and provide 
sales impulse. 

Country 
LARRY GATLIN -The Pilgrim, Monument KZ 32571. One of 

the outstanding writers around today, all the tunes are self - 

penned. Most all ballads, including his latest hit single, 

"Sweet Becky Walker," Larry sings them with much feeling 

and warmth. Well produced album. Best cuts: "Try To Win A 

Friend" and "To Make Me Wanna Stay Home." 

JOHNNY PAYCHECK -Song and Dance Man, Epic KE 

32570. Album is almost entirely Foster and Rice songs, and 

you can't get any better. Paycheck's usual strong perform- 

ance combined with Sherrill's production make this another 
winner for him. Lots of singles potential. Best cuts: "My Part 

Of Forever," "Love (Don't Let Me Down)" and "Once She 

Loved Me That Much." 

JODY MILLER -House of the Rising Sun, Epic KE 32569. 
Right off her hit single of the same name, Jody shows what 

she can really do. One of the finest singers around today, she 

does everything from country to pop to a little R &B. A really 

outstanding album and not a weak cut in it. Best cuts: "Re -. 

flections" and "All I Want Is You." 

JOE STAMPLEY -I'm Still Loving You, Dot DOS 26020. Fol- 

lowing his single that is now at the top of the charts, Joe has 

picked good material throughout, some of others and a few of 

his own. In his own unique style, he does heart -tugging bal- 

lads and country- rockers. All mike up one of his best LP's 

yet. Best cuts: "Too Far Gone," "A Night Of Loving" and "Not 
Too Long Ago." 

BOBBY LEWIS -Too Many Memories, Ace of Hearts ÁH3- 

1002. Bobby's first album on the label and it's a good one. 

Contains two of his singles and lots of potential. He seems to 

have gotten with the right producer who really brings out his 

smooth style. Interesting notes from DJ's across the country 

make up the back cover. Best cuts: "I See Love" and 

"Hitchin' Rides To Memories In My Mind." 

BOBBY WOMACK -Lookin' For a Love AB4in, United Artists 
UA LA 199 G. The title tune has an Al Green arrangement, but 
once you get past this opening cut, the music settles down to 

its own distinct flavor. And that involves Womack's distinct 

vocal quality and some down home riffs from a number of fine 
Muscle Shoals sidemen. The title tune is the most catchy, of 
course, but the other cuts display Womack's ability to croon 

ballads ( "I Don't Wanna Be Hurt By Ya Love Again" and 
"Doing It My Way ") as well as to go nutty with "Point of No 

Return." Side two is mellow and medium tempoed. 

MARGIE JOSEPH -Sweet Surrender, Atlantic SD 7277. Ms. 

Joseph's second outing confirms the promise of her debut LP 

with more strong, sweet interpretations of pop hits and spe- 
cial r &b material. While her phrasing and intonation still lean 

toward some more established soul princesses, her progress 

points toward rapid acceptance. Rich production from Arif 
Mardin, highlighted by some of New York's finest session vet- 

erans, provides the right showcase for the artist's incisive 
vocals on Paul Kelly's "Come Lay Some Lovin' On Me," Stevie 
Wonder's "To Know You Is To Love You" and the title track. 

MANU DIBANGO -Makossa Man, Atlantic SD 7276. The 

same throbbing, steamy rhythms that made Dibango's "Soul 
Makossa" a global smash are again the stars in this second 

LP outing. Dibango's nine cohorts assemble a limber, rolling 
ensemble style that is the perfect backdrop for the front - 
man's reeds, keyboards and raucous vocal entries. Cuts that 
should generate action generally repeat the half- chanting 
choral interplay of the last set, with best bets and probable 
disco favorites being "Pepe Soup," "Mwasa Makossa" and 
"Moni." 

LES McCANN -Layers, Atlantic SD 1646. Pianist McCann 

is a clever fellow indeed, who has advanced enough away 

from his old gospel tinged piano style to now be able to create 

fresh new song patterns. On this LP he plays all the melody 

parts, overdubbing piano, electric piano, Arp synthesizer, 

clavinet and several drum instruments. That's all to his 

credit, only the music comes out like electronic Muzak. "The 

Harlem Buck Dance Strut" which opens side two, has a 

change of pace, funky feel. "Soaring (at Sunset) Part II" re- 

tains that kind of feel, but the LP has lost touch with the 

commerciality needed to make it a major seller. 

RAHSAAN ROLAND KIRK -Bright Moments, Atlantic SD 2- 

907. This double set cut on location in San Francisco at the 

Keystone Corner maintains the high artistic level one associ- 

ates with Kirk. His magical multi -talents remain fresh and in- 

vigorating and are always spiced with unpredictable sounds. 

There is blues and open blowing and of course the special 
effects he achieves on nose flute. There is also some right- 
eous preaching and soft flowing sounds like "Bright Mo- 

ments" and a fine interpretation of the lovely "If I Loved 

You." New Orleans is tributed with a rousing "Dem Red 

Beans and Rice." 

auQuadrasonic 
0 

SANTANA- Welcome, Columbia PCQ 32445 (CBS SQ ma- 

trix). Quadrasonic is still a fledgling field artistically and thus 
it's a pleasant surprise when you find that one particular cut 
on an album puts it all together -all of the techniques possi- 

bly within the scope of a 360- degree sound field and all of the 
capabilities of the system. A little more than halfway through 
"When I Look Into Your Eyes," the producer or perhaps the 

remix quadrasonic engineer Glen Kolotkin threw away all of 

the old stereo drawbacks and the music explodes dramati- 
cally and excitingly into full 4- channel, total environmental 
sound. You find directionality is superb; there is no proverbial 
"front." You are surrounded and a part of the group. 

VinClassical 
BEETHOVEN: APPASSIONATA & WALDSTEIN SONATAS - 

Vladimir Horowitz, Columbia M 31371. There may be a super - 
fluity of these sonatas available on disk, but their breaking 
effect on sales of this latest entry will be only marginal. Horo- 
witz speaks here, and his hold on buyers of basic keyboard 
repertoire will not be denied. The slashing virtuosity of his 

"Appassionata," despite a somewhat brittle sound, conveys 
maximum dramatic excitement. Smoother in sound, and even 

more competing musically, is the "Waldstein." Dealers can't 
go wrong with this one. 

THE GREAT RACHMANINOFF CONCERTOS: NOS. 2 & 3; 

RHAPSODY ON A THEME OF PAGANINI -Van Cliburn /Chi- 
cago Symphony (Reiner) /Symphony of the Air (Kondrashin)/ 
Philadelphia Orch. (Ormandy), RCA ARL2 -0318. While a suit- 
able nod to the composer's centenary, this recoupling of 

Rachmaninoff's three most popular works also makes strong 
commercial sense. Sound is variable, as might be expected 

from recordings that range over many years, with only the 
"Paganini" of recent vintage. And collectors will remember 
this version of the 2nd Concerto as one of rare quality. Arrest- 
ing cut -out packaging is a strong display plus. 

Billboard's Recommended LP's 

pop 
LEO SAYER -Silverbird, Chrysalis BS 2738 (Warner Bros.). 

Singer -lyricist Sayer is heard from England here with a wide - 

ranging and artsy set. Some of the production by former pop - 

star Adam Faith and composer Dave Courtney, in tracks like 

"Innocent Bystander" and "Goodbye Old Friend" recalls the 

heyday of Beatles sound productions. Sayer's vocals range 

from falsetto balladizing to semi -gruff bluesy laments. 

SERPICO SOUNDTRACK, Paramount PAS 1016 (Famous). Bob 

James' arrangements for Mikis Theodorakis' music lend a 

strong commercial feeling which helps the material standout. 

There is both a jazzy flavor and an Italian quality with some 

subtle rock figures. "On the Streets" is a big band romper, 

good for MOR listening. 

WILLIE DYNAMITE MOTION PICTURE SOUNDTRACK, MCA 

393.1.1. Johnson's score for this story about prostitution uses 

a big band, jazz overtones, soul singing and an assertive qual- 

ity. "Willie Chase" is a good flowing cut for radio play. 

CHUNKY, NOVI & ERNIE, Reprise MS 2146 (Warner Bros.). 

Charming offbeat debut by acoustic violimpiano -bass trio in 

the kooky Dan Hicks- Pointer Sisters vein. Should be able to 

build steady following if their live act is as much fun as the 

album and cuts like "Fruits and Vegetables." 

MOSE JONES -Mose Knows!, Sounds of the South MCA 394 

(MCA). Jazz out of the Atlanta South? Yes, and rock, too, all in 

one LP. Al Kooper sits in on "Does Your Mama Know About 

Me" and the other intriguing cut on the LP is "Mose Knows," 

which rambles from rock jazz to soft ballads. 

TIR NA NOG -Strong In the Sun, Chrysalis CHR 1047 (Warner 

Bros.). This album isn't going to grab anybody by the throat 
but it has a certain quiet charm, for those who like English 

folkie -style acoustic duos. There is a variety of styles from 

etherial balladry to catchy soft -rock such as in "Most Mag- 

ical." 

LINDA RONSTADT- Different Drum, Capitol ST 11269. This 

best of LP is a fine tribute to Linda's first and most important 
works for Capitol. Today, she speaks about enjoying her new 

creative life at Asylum, but the music she cut on the five LP's 

from which these cuts come from, had their own distinct fla- 

vor. The title was her big hit, but there's also "Rock Me on the 
Water" and "I'll Be Your Baby Tonight." 

JESSE COLIN YOUNG -The Soul of a City Boy, Capitol ST 

11267. This is a reissue of the same LP first issued in 1964. 

Young's tenor voice and his simple folk /blues songs about 
people and situations hold up today. "Rye Whisky" and 

"Black Eyed Susan" are simple but strong stories. 

CHICK CHURCHILL-You & Me, Chrysalis CHR 1051 (Warner 

Bros.). Ten Years After's keyboard man has put together an 

interesting set of rock tunes backed by lush instrumentals on 

cuts such as "Come and Join Me." 

JAN AKKERMAN- Tabemakel, Atco SD 7032. For his second 
solo LP and Atco debut, the Focus guitarist has assembled an 

elegant collection of pieces that, in mood and execution, form 
a companion piece to fellow Focal point Thijs Van Leer's re- 

cent solo outing. Akkerman's forte here is lute, which domi- 
nates readings of pieces by Thomas Morley, John Dowland 
and Laurencini; also included are more immediately pop - 

based excursions for guitar, with Beck, Bogert & Appice sit- 
ting in. Among the latter, strongest is "House of The King," 
but the Dowland "Brittania" is just as satisfying. 

DAVID BROMBERG- Wanted Dead or Alive, Columbia KC 

32717. David Bromberg's third album for Columbia captures 
all of the folkie's wit, merriment and musicianship found in 
his live appearances. Splendidly produced by the artist him- 
self, with session assist from the likes of guitarist Jerry Gar- 

cia, Bromberg excels best on the slow -talking blues numbers 
such as "Someone Else's Blues." A live "Kansas City" is a 

standout. Replete with his usual array of horn, fiddle and 
mandolin players, it's Bromberg's best so far. Cover art is a 

plus. 

THE CREDIBILITY GAP -A Great Gift Idea, Reprise MS 2154 
(Warner Bros.). A trio of brilliant cuts marks welcome the 
overly uneven return of former Capitol comedy troupe. The 

gems are a best -yet distillation of the Johnny Carson Show 
which takes half of side two; commercials for a "Superfly "- 
type blaxploitation movie on Dr. Martin Luther King; "Rod 

McPoem" whispering of love over lush strings. 

Spotlight -the most outstanding of the week's releases; picks -pre- 
dicted for the top half of the chart in the opinion of the reviewer; 
recommended -predicted to hit the chart among the lower half posi- 
tions; Review editor -Eliot Tiegel; reviewers: Nat Freedland, Bob 
Kitsch, Claude Hall, Bill Williams, Is Horowitz; Duncan McDonald, Tom 
Moran. 
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